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• Easy-to-use, instant result access
• Up to 100 available domains per

scan • Filter according to
attributes, extensions, or both •
Choose between your PC or a

portable device to run your scans •
Export gathered data under various
log file formats Tags: Introduction
Are you looking for information on
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a particular domain? Do you want
to find all subdomains? It’s always

useful to have all these details
regarding a given target up-and-

running right at hand, especially as
it may not be possible to scan a

given site directly from a
computer. The available portable

tools here on Softpedia are no
exception to this rule, with tools

for the search of domain names by
name, extension, and URL. This is
what FindName is about. This app

can be downloaded right away,
because it doesn’t require any
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installation to operate. It’s available
as a stand-alone application, with

no additional framework required.
It can be run on a portable device,
without affecting performance on
the target system, and it can also

work with a PC. FindName
Description This convenient tool
can be used to search and gather

information on domains of interest.
You can access the results with a
simple click, or run scans using a

specified URL. This app can
retrieve basic details, but it doesn’t

offer full-featured scans. The
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download here on Softpedia is the
Portable version, but the standalone
version is available for Windows.

FindName Screenshots The
following are some screenshots of
FindName, as presented right after

download. For Windows The
portable version of FindName, as

presented after download. Table of
Contents FindName Installation

Using FindName FindName
Options Technical Details

FindName for Windows FindName
in action Download FindName
This is the portable version of
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FindName. It can be downloaded
right away, without any additional
framework required. It can be run

on a portable device, without
affecting performance on the target
system, and it can also work with a

PC. Read more on how to use
FindName. Read more on how to

use FindName. FindName for
Windows is also available here. It

doesn’t require any additional
framework to be installed, and it
also doesn’t require a reboot in

order to be run.
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A software which automatically
generates the code needed to add a
predefined macro for the Windows

Key on the Windows Vista/7
operating system. Bingo Card

Creator Description: A software
for creating card games for the

freeware program called "Bingo".
Bitsadmin Description: Bitsadmin
is the one-stop solution for all your
PC administrative tasks. BiosPal

Description: BiosPal is a Windows
NT/2000/XP/2003/Vista/2008/7

BIOS password recovery software.
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It can detect the BIOS password of
a mainboard and recover it, you
can use this software to unlock
BIOS password and do backup.
Buttons Designer Description:
Buttons Designer provides a

comprehensive environment for
creating your own button designs.

You can create the buttons for web
pages and program them to your

computer. It is an easy-to-use tool
for creating web buttons. Calibre

Description: Calibre is a user-
friendly and feature-rich ebook
management program. It's free,
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multi-platform software for
managing your ebook collection.
Capps Page Description: Capps

Page is a Windows application that
allows to take over the complete

page of any website. ChatOri
Description: ChatOri is a game that

involves the interaction between
the users of different chatrooms.

CheckMyDisk Description: A
program that detects

lost/missing/corrupt partitions on
your hard drive and displays a

report. ClipShrink Description:
ClipShrink is a free utility that lets
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you find and close all your unused
programs and create a compressed
folder. It can also be used to shrink
the size of any image you wish to
save. Coda Description: Coda is a

web-based development
environment for Mac OS X. Coda

integrates seamlessly with your
favorite text editors, browsers, and
other web apps to get you on your

way to building the web apps
you've always wanted. Column-

Link Description: Column-Link is
a web browser designed to access
Internet services. It also supports
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web 2.0 technologies and
traditional browsers like IE,
Firefox and Opera. Concise

Description: Concise is a small
application that allows you to

process images and share them
with others. Control Panel

Description: The Control Panel app
provides an easy-to-use interface

for managing the Windows system
settings. You can customize any
Windows program to suit your

needs and can access and modify
settings for any Windows program.
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Typical Domain Names Typically,
the first seven bytes of a domain
name are, the third byte is usually
the first letter of the last domain
name in the original domain, and
the seventh byte is a full stop. The
domain name is, the fifth character
is usually a digit (or letter in a word
name), the eighth character is
usually a letter in the alphabet, and
the ninth character is often a period
(.) Discover your inner marketing
genius! Make these key points part
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of your sales process.Chac-a-tigueu
Chac-a-tigueu is a river of Peru
located in the Amazon basin. It is a
tributary of the Juan Fernández
River. Chac-a-tigueu means "tapir"
in the local Kichwa language. The
river is in an Amazonian floodplain
known as the terra firme, located at
the western edge of the Amazonian
savanna. The area receives over 4
meters of rain per year. The lower
reaches of the river are within the
Parque Nacional Natural
Amacayacu and the upper reaches
are within the Madre de Dios
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Region and part of the Manu
National Park. The basin is located
in the provinces of Macusani and
in the districts of Santa Rosa and
Yurimaguas in the La Paz
Department. References
Category:Rivers of Peru
Category:Rivers of Amazonas
Region I’m most interested to learn
the analysis of this. One line of
thinking would be that as women
reach their first child, they’re not as
worried about their own health and
wealth as they are their children’s.
Maybe they’ve not had to worry
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about that so much before, but it’s
reasonable to believe that now they
have, their priorities have shifted a
little. It seems to me to be pretty
reasonable to make that
assumption, but I’d be curious to
know what the analysis of this is.
This is interesting because we
know this to be the case in
developed countries. It’s not to say
there aren’t other relevant factors,
it’s just that it’s clearly a major one
that I haven’t really seen discussed.
I do find it interesting that in
wealthy countries, men are less
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likely to have a child than women.
In poorer countries, the

What's New In FindName?

* Find domains by name, address,
or email * Find domains which use
given TLDs * Find domains which
expire in a specified time period *
Find domains which share a
subdomain * Find all domains in a
specified text file About
EasyCleaner EasyCleaner is a
simple and extremely fast
Windows PC optimizer that helps
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you to fix errors and speed up your
PC and get rid of annoying
Windows hijackers, adware,
malware, toolbars, and other
programs. Description: The
DreamCoders Search Engine is a
very useful free Search Engine.
The main features of this
application are : - Control your
own search engine - Completely
customizable search engine - Great
user interface - Very simple to use
- No need of registration
Description: The Widget Plug-In
for Dreamweaver will allow you to
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easily build Widget-based Web
sites and customize them by
placing them on your pages, editing
them from within Dreamweaver.
Use any Dreamweaver template
and have your Widget ready to use
in no time. Description: My Text
Fixer is a free text editor which is a
great tool to manually fix common
HTML problems such as tables,
tables borders, tables cellspacing,
tables alignment, longtable
formatting, etc. Additionally, it
also offers tools to search and
replace, change page titles, and to
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change the way text wraps around
images and tables. Description: JSP
Widgets Developer for J2EE web
applications is an extension for
Mozilla Firefox which enables you
to add JSP Widgets (aka Frames,
Netscape Windows, or iFrames) to
your web pages with just a few
clicks. Supports JSP 1.1, 1.2, 2.0
and 3.0 Widgets. JSP Widgets are
like Java applets, but they're
embedded into HTML pages rather
than a Java applet. Description:
The PHP Debugger extension for
Mozilla will allow you to test your
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PHP scripts as well as to debug
PHP programs. Description: Skype
can be a good application for
business communications, but if
not set up correctly, it can also be a
major headache. So, to avoid your
clients reporting technical issues to
the Support Team, have a look at
this very useful app. Description:
Add-on for the php-syntax
highlighter for Mozilla Firefox.
Allows you to define custom syntax
rules for php-code, html-tags, xml-
tags, css-classes, url-values and php
constants. E.g. php rules for classes
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in php-configuration: Custom rules
can be defined for custom tags in
the syntax highlighter configuration
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System Requirements:

Windows XP (32 bit and 64 bit)
Windows Vista (32 bit and 64 bit)
Windows 7 (32 bit and 64 bit)
Windows 8 (32 bit and 64 bit) Mac
OS X 10.5.8 (Snow Leopard) and
10.8.1 (Mountain Lion) Minimum
requirements: Processor: Intel
Pentium 4 or equivalent Memory:
1 GB of RAM Graphics: 512 MB
of DirectX 9.0c compatible video
card Hard drive:
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